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1 By dialogic I mean lending itself to holding incommensurable positions in tension at the same time (Wegerif, 2008) 
or that when meaning is made there are always at least two voices present (Bakhtin, 1974: 373 cited in Todorov, 1984: 21)
2 For example see the international society SIGHC (Special Interest Group on Human Computer Interaction) at 
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1.1 Drawing Now
 4 Richard Cork is art critic for the New Statesman and an author and broadcaster
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Chapter One Contextual Review
1.1 Drawing Now
5 The Campaign for Drawing can be found at http://www.campaignfordrawing.org  

6 The number of undergraduate and graduate courses, drawing centres, research initiatives, drawing doctorates and drawing professors in 
higher education has increased. Over the last decade we have seen the arrival of the Centre for Drawing Research at the Royal College 
of Art in 1996, the Centre for Drawing at Wimbledon School of Art in 2000 and the University of the West of England’s Centre for 
Advanced Research in Drawing, ACiD in 2002. 
Wimbledon School of Art began an MA in Drawing and Fine Art Practice in 1997, Camberwell’s MA in Drawing followed in 2000 and 
Kingston’s MA Drawing as Process in 2001 (now suspended). Other ventures include the exploration of digital technology, drawing and 
cognition at the centre for Sensory Computer Interface Research and Innovation for the Arts at Camberwell. 
TRACEY is an interactive drawing research journal hosted by Loughborough University, who also ran the national drawing research 
conference Drawing Across Boundaries in 1998. Since 2001 the online Drawing Research Network has been funded by the Campaign for 
Drawing and hosted by the Open University. The Jerwood Drawing prize is now a well-established annual competition. 
Since 2002 three dedicated drawing galleries, the Drawing Room, the Drawing Gallery and the Centre for Recent Drawing (C4RD), have 
STIRIHMR0SRHSR8LMWWMXYEXMSRMWVI¾IGXIHSYXWMHIXLI9/SRXLI)EWXERH;IWXGSEWXWSJXLI9RMXIH7XEXIWMR)EWXIVR%YWXVEPMEERHXS
a lesser extent in parts of the Far East including Beijing and Shanghai.
The recent shifts in the practice and debate surrounding contemporary drawing are accompanied by an increase in academic research led 
by drawing practices. Some recent examples are McNorton, J. (2003) Choreography of Drawing: the consciousness of the body in the space of 
drawing, an investigation into the role of the body in space whilst drawing in response to sound; Saorsa, J. (2004) Drawing as a method of 
exploring and interpreting Ordinary Verbal Interaction: an investigation through contemporary practice; Stackhouse, A. (2005) Trahere; the sense 
of unease in making a mark, the practice of drawing and the practice of thinking; Gibbon, J. (2008) A radical witness: an assessment of ideas and 
uses of presence on location in reportage drawing.
7 For examples of UK artists working with collaborative GPS drawing see Jen Southern’s work at  <http://www.theportable.tv> and Jeremy 
Woods at <http://www.gpsdrawing.com/workshops.htm>.
8 Since the start of this inquiry there has been an increase in the number of online applications that facilitate collaborative drawing, 
examples include Paintchat, Opencanvas, Netsketch, Twiddla, Thinkature and Dabbleboard and websites that support collaborative drawing, 
examples include Drawball, imaginationcubed and iscribble.net.
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9 Memoire Collective II (2006), March 2006, 77 Gallery, London.
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psychology and education, where drawing is used as a tool for diagnosis or as a prompt for further personal disclosure
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11 Kay, personal communication, 3 September 2006.
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Therapeutic Consultations in Child Psychiatry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12 I share Golumb’s concern not to treat drawings as if they were an x-ray of the heart and mind (Golumb, 1992: 306). Thomas and Silk 
(1990) note that historically the literature on children’s drawing has been dominated, with some exceptions such as Freeman (1980), by 
theoretical approaches that examine the surface structure of children’s drawing. Thomas and Silk give the example of a disproportionately 
PEVKILIEHMRXLIHVE[MRKSJETIVWSR8LMWGSYPHFIFIGEYWIXLILIEHMWIWTIGMEPP]WMKRM½GERXJSVXLIGLMPHSVFIGEYWIXLIGLMPHLEHRSX
SVKERMWIHXLIHVE[MRKXS½XXLITETIV8LIJEMPYVIXSGSRWMHIVXLIIJJIGXSJHMJJIVIRXHVE[MRKTVSGIHYVIWLEWWMKRM½GERXMQTPMGEXMSRWJSV
underestimating the knowledge and skills that children demonstrate when making a drawing. It may also lead to misinterpretation of repre-
sentational elements and misdiagnosis of states of mind and emotional experiences (Thomas and Silk, 1990: 31-32). We may assume that 
XLMWGEZIEXGERFII\XIRHIHXSTIVGITXMSRWSJRSRWTIGMEPMWXEHYPXHVE[MRK+SPYQFGSR½VQWXLEXXLII\TPSVEXMSRWMRXLIIEVP]HVE[MRKWSJ
inexperienced adults are not basically different from the explorations of the child artist (Golumb, 1992: 6)
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XLITLIRSQIRSPSK]SJPSSOMRKWIIVIWIEVGLF]&EMPI]Drawing and the drawing activity and Prosser, 
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MRHMZMHYEPI is attempting to be open to the other, the YouXSEGORS[PIHKIXLIQPMWXIRERHVIWTSRHXS
14
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1.2 Dialogue and Encounter ; David Bohm and Martin Buber
XLIQEWIUYEPFIMRKWMREWLEVIHYRMZIVWI8LI-=SYVIPEXMSRWLMTPIEHWXSWSGMEPGSRRIGXIHRIWW8LI--X
VIPEXMSRWLMTMWGPSWIVXSEQSRSPSKYIXLISXLIVXLIItMWSFNIGXM½IHERHXLIMRHMZMHYEPI is not open to 
I\TIVMIRGMRKXLIQEWEJIPPS[FIMRK8LI-VIPEXIWXSXLISXLIVJSVXLIMVS[RTYVTSWIW[LMGLHSRSX
MRGPYHIEGORS[PIHKIQIRXSVVIGSKRMXMSRSJEGSQQSRLYQERMX]
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Chapter One Contextual Review




















13 Bohm’s proposals began in the early 1980s. In 1991 these thoughts were privately published as a pamphlet co-authored with Don Factor and Peter 
Garrett (this is available at <http://www.david-bohm.net/dialogue/dialogue_proposal.html>). Routledge published the text of the original pamphlet with 
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3R%YKYWXXL-EXXIRHIHEWIWWMSRIRXMXPIHConversation with a Centre not Sides run by the Lucca 
Leadership Trust.14 8LIWIWWMSRTVIWIRXIH;MPPMEQ-WEEGW´*SYV8SSPWJSV(MEPSKYIEHIZIPSTQIRXSJ
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1.2 Dialogue and Encounter ; David Bohm and Martin Buber
14 Information about the Lucca Leadership Trust is available at <http://www.luccaleadership.org>
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-RLMWTETIVWholeness Regained- Revisiting Bohm’s Dialogue,0II2MGLSPHMWGYWWIW&SLQ W´TVSTSWMXMSR
XLEX[IYWIXLIFSH]EWEWSYVGISJMQQIHMEXIGSRGVIXIJIIHFEGOJSVSYVMRUYMV]2MGLSP
2MGLSPWYKKIWXWXLEX&SLQ W´IQTLEWMWSRXLIRIIHJSVGSRGVIXII\TIVMIRGILEWFIIRWSQI[LEXPSWX
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-RXLI½VWXTEVXSJXLMWGLETXIVThe Nature of the Inquiry-TVIWIRXXLIVEXMSREPIJSVXLIQIXLSHSPSK]
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2.1 The Nature of the Inquiry
22
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2.2 The Research Journey































IJJIGXTE]MRKEXXIRXMSRSVlistening to the person drawing. 
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discussed in sections 3.2, 3.3 and 3.4.
 











































 3GXSFIV 0EYKLXSR0SHKI)EWX7YWWI\ GSYRWIPPSVJSYRHEXMSR
art student who was put 
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2.2 The Research Journey
17-RLIVVIWIEVGLSRXLIFILEZMSYVSJXLI)RKPMWLMRTYFPMG*S\JSYRHMXQSVIHMJ½GYPXXSWXVMOIYTEGEWYEPGSRZIVWEXMSR[MXLEWXVERKIVSREXVEMR
than to ask them to answer a few questions for her research: ‘A researcher with a notebook is much less scary than a random stranger trying to start a 
conversation for no apparent reason’ (Fox, 2004: 144). 
18 I had struck up a conversation and drawn with a female passenger on a train from London to Nottingham in November 2003 and I had drawn with a 
male and female passenger late one night coming back from London.
19-REGSPPIEKYILEHEKVIIHXSIRKEKIMRERIEVP]ZIVWMSRSJE(VE[MRK)RGSYRXIV[LIVI-HVI[½VWXERHXLITEVXMGMTERXVIWTSRHIH7LII\TVIWWIH
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1ER]SJSYVI\TVIWWMSRWEFSYXORS[MRKMRZSOIXSYGLgetting the feel of it, getting to grips with it or 

































































my meetings with strangers and comments on the drawings we made together.         
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2YQFIV 1 2 3 4 5 6    






























































Participants Strangers Strangers :EVMSYWTISTPI
connected to 


















































2SSJTEVXMGMTERXW 5 6  3 5 12  1 16 1
2SSJHVE[MRKW 5 6  3 5 12  1 12 1
0IRKXLSJHVE[MRK
activity




Person start 6IWIEVGLIV 6IWIEVGLIV 6IWIEVGLIV Participant Participant Participant Participant Participant Participant Participant































Format Landscape Landscape Landscape 7UYEVI Landscape Landscape Landscape Landscape Landscape Landscape










































1EVOW Line Line 0MRI






































Status 4MPSX 4MPSX 4MPSX 4MPSX 4MPSX 4MPSX Key 
encounters
Key encounters Key encounters 
TPYWTMPSXJSV






























































ETTVSEGLIHEKVIIH:MVXYEPP]EPPSJXLIQTVSXIWXIHI’m not arty, I’m no artist, I’m not a drawing person, is 
it ok, I’m no good at drawing,]IXEJXIVVIEWWYVERGIXLEXHVE[MRKWOMPP[EWRSXMQTSVXERXXLI][IVIOIIR
to start. 
*MKYVI.SERFPEGO%6VIH































describe this as social workSVXLINSMRXGSRWXVYGXMSRSJEWSGMEPVIEPMX])KKMRWERH7PEHI
*MKYVI,IEXLIVVIH%6FPEGO
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21 Seana, personal communication, 14 October 2006
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23 Sarah, personal communication, 14 October 2006
24 Contact Improvisation is a dance form in which the point of contact with another dancer provides the starting point for a movement exploration. It is 
most frequently performed as a duet, but can be danced by more people. There can be music or it can happen in silence. It is about sharing weight, rolling, 











































25 Seana, personal comment, 14 October 2006
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Being with someone on the paper
³-JIPXXLEXMR[EXGLMRK[LEX]SYHMH-GER´XPMXIVEPP]WE]-YRHIVWXERHQSVIEFSYX]SYFYXMXQEHI]SY
QSVIJEQMPMEVXSQIMRWSQI[E]©QSVIEGGIWWMFPIJSVWSQISRI-LEZIR´XQIXFIJSVI´ 26














MX´TIVWSREPGSQQYRMGEXMSR3GXSFIV-XLMROSJXLMWwatching as paying attention to being 












































































































































29 See Saxon Mount School appendix 8
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VIPIZERXEWTIGXW4SPER]MWE]WXLEX³XEGMXORS[MRKQE]GSRXEMR©actual knowledge that is indeterminate, 


























































































































































can be indeterminate in the terms above. 

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3.5 Revisiting Buber and Bohm

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30 Performative as in Haseman’s (2006) sense of the word, i.e. the drawing activity in the Drawing Encounters performs the encounter. 
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Figure 52.  Looking for a collector,MROERHKSYEGLISRTETIV\GQ%YXLSV

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trying to impress. 

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32 City University, London, 19 May 2007
33 Newick Church of England Primary School, West Sussex, 2 July 2007
34 Hillcrest Secondary School, Hastings, students 10 October and staff 17 October 2007
35 School of Nursing and Midwifery, University of Brighton, 26 October 2007
36 The University of Brighton won a Drawing Inspiration Award for its 2007 Big Draw events.

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Chapter Four Findings and Conclusion
4.2 Conclusions, Potential Applications and Further Research
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Previous Dialogic Drawing Projects
versus the incomplete FSH]ERH[LEXQMKLXFIXLIZEPYISJXLII\TIVMIRGIJSVTEVXMGMTERXW7EVEL&IVKIV
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Event Presentation by author Presentation by author Presentation by author Presentation by author Presentation by author Presentation by author
*IIHFEGO
or change
2% Abstract drawings more 
interesting.
Show drawings without any 
introduction and see what 
responses are.
9KP]QEVOWJVSQJIPXXMTTIRW 8V]HMKMXEPSVZMHISMRK










thought the drawings were 
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Event %VXMWX W´XEPO 7IQMREV[MXLWXEJJ4L(
students and guests
Presentation by author Presentation by author 
and supervisor



































research be carried out 
by another researcher?























































































































Are there artists drawing with 
WXVERKIVWRSREVXMWXWMRXLI9/#
6IWIEVGLERHTEVXMGMTEXI
in participatory drawing 
activities in London and 
South East.
These were artists using 
participants to contribute to the 
TVSHYGXMSRSJXLIEVXMWX W´[SVO
ERHEPXLSYKLRSXHMWGYWWIHXLI







There appears to be a gap in 














































draw when it was their turn to 



























concerned with art processes 
WLIHPMKLXSRXLIMRXIVEGXMSR#
4EVXMGMTERXW´VI¾IGXMSRWSR
the drawing activity were 
TIVWSREP1ER]TISTPI





did not want to participate 
because she did not draw. An 
SPHIVQEPI4SVXYKYIWIEVGLMXIGX































































































8LITYVTSWISJXLIVIWIEVGLLEWFIIRI\TPEMRIHXSQI    1. =)723
-VIPMRUYMWLGST]VMKLXSJXLIHVE[MRKJSVEPPVIWIEVGL   2. =)723
TYVTSWIWMRGPYHMRKMXWYWIMRRI[HVE[MRKWF]XLIVIWIEVGLIV  
-[SYPHPMOIXSFIEGORS[PIHKIHMRVIWIEVGLTYFPMGEXMSRW  3. =)723
-[SYPHPMOIXSFIRSXM½IHEFSYXTSWWMFPIJYXYVIGSQQIVGMEP  4. =)723
TYFPMGEXMSR-[MPPWYTTP]GSRXEGXHIXEMPW[LMGL-YRHIVWXERH[MPP
FIOITXEGGSVHMRKXSXLI(EXE4VSXIGXMSR%GX
-KMZITIVQMWWMSRJSVQEXIVMEPJVSQXLIMRXIVZMI[   5. =)723
XSFIYWIHJSVVIWIEVGLTYVTSWIW
 
4EVXMGMTERX W´REQI     6IWIEVGLIV%RKIPE6SKIVW








































































Conversation with Joanna Lowry from the University of the Creative Arts on 27 December 2007
8EFPI8EFPISJJEGMPMXEXIH(VE[MRK)RGSYRXIVW
*EGMPMXEXIH(VE[MRK)RGSYRXIVW 1 2 3 4 5
















































sitting in various arrangements
4EMVWMXXMRKRI\XXSIEGLSXLIV 7IPJWIPIGXIHERH
































































the page. This prompted a 
FVMIJHMWGYWWMSREFSYXXLIMV
MQTVIWWMSRWSJIEGLSXLIV






























constituted and how meaning can come 
JVSQETTEVIRXP]VERHSQMRXIRXMSRW
Sitting position most were 
opposite to each. The group 


































*EGMPMXEXIH(VE[MRK)RGSYRXIVW 6  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(EXI .YP] 3GXSFIV 3GXSFIV 3GXSFIV *IFVYEV]









































































































participant to guess what these 
[IVI8LEXTEVXMGMTERXXSQEOIYT
their own instructions.

















































































































































Feedback from Facilitated Drawing Encounters
